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Today Cazenove Capital is a leading provider of discretionary fund management, combining the investment 
expertise of a global asset manager with long-standing experience of serving advisers and their clients. Our 
business is built on trust, something we have developed whilst working in partnership with advisers for over 
fifteen years.

 

Founded on the strength and integrity that underpinned two great family companies for centuries, it is 
our enduring commitment to exceptional levels of service and expertise that really sets us apart, and will 
continue to be fundamental to the way we look after DFM clients.

Model Portfolio Service explained

Our model portfolio service enables financial advisers to 
maintain full control of their relationship with you whilst 
outsourcing the management of your funds to us.
The model portfolio service was launched in 2016 and offers a range of investment  
portfolios designed for you and your adviser to ensure that your investment goals  
and objectives are achieved.

We do this by offering:

Cazenove Capital Model Portfolio Service

The combined heritage of Schroders and Cazenove Capital is unique 
in the investment world. Both companies have their history in trade 
finance that saw the City of London develop into a major commercial 
and financial centre at the beginning of the 19th Century. 

A range of model portfolios aligned to 
different levels of risk

The ability to use the model portfolios in a 
range of tax efficient wrappers such as ISAs 
and pensions to help meet any financial 
planning requirements you may have

Model portfolios on an investment 
platform where you may already hold 
other investments. All of your investments 
can be consolidated into a single report 
and at times this consolidation can also 
enable you to secure discounts on the 
platform administration charges 

A model portfolio specifically designed for 
clients requiring income

A range of model portfolios where lower 
cost options are available

Access to a full range of investment types 
within the models in order to ensure 
a spread of investments (often called 
diversification) which can help to maximise 
investment returns 



Our approach

What do our model portfolios look like?

Cazenove Capital adopts a diversified approach, 
investing across the following assets: 

How we manage your money

Active management – Some model portfolios 
are only reviewed at specified frequencies but our 
investment team continually monitors the portfolios 
and makes changes when they see opportunities arise, 
ensuring they remain within the appropriate  risk and 
asset parameters. 

Asset allocation – We continually ensure that the 
spread of your investments are aligned to the right 
asset classes such as equities, bonds, targeted 
absolute return, property and cash to ensure that your 
investment requirements are met.

Fund/ investment selection – Within each asset 
class, our specialist team selects the appropriate 
investments types to maximise returns and also  
take account of cost.

Research – Your adviser gains access to our highly 
experienced team who draw on the resources of the 
Schroder Group as well as the talented internal and 
external specialists. 
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These charts are for illustrative purposes only and should not be viewed as a recommendation to buy or sell. 

Equities Bonds Alternatives

Your adviser will select the most appropriate model based on your specific requirements. They will discuss 
your long term goals and the level of risk you are willing to take.

We offer a range of five diversified model portfolios. Each fund invests in a range of asset types that can 
help to generate positive returns or reduce risk at different times.

An example of the five diversified portfolios can be seen below:
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Important information

Issued by Cazenove Capital, which is part of the Schroders 
Group and is a trading name of Schroder & Co. Limited, 1 
London Wall Place, London, EC2Y 5AU. Registered number 
2280926 England. Authorised by the Prudential Regulation 
Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority 
and the Prudential Regulation Authority. 

The contents of this document are based upon sources 
of information believed to be reliable. However, save to 
the extent required by applicable law or regulations, no 
guarantee, warranty or representation (express or implied) 
is given as to its accuracy or completeness and Cazenove 
Capital, its directors, officers and employees do not accept 
any liability or responsibility in respect of the information or 
any recommendations expressed herein, which, moreover, 
are subject to change without notice. The material in  
this document is for information purposes only and should 
not be deemed to constitute the provision of financial, 
investment or other professional advice in any way. The 
services, securities, investments and funds described may 
not be available to or suitable for your clients.

The value of investments and the income from them can go 
down as well as up and an investor may not get back the 
amount originally invested and investments may be affected 
by fluctuations in exchange rates. 

Risk warnings

There is no guarantee that the objectives will be achieved. 
Past performance is not a guide to future performance. The 
value of investments and the income from them can go 
down as well as up and an investor may not get back the 
amount originally invested and investments may be affected 
by fluctuations in exchange rates. The levels and basis of tax 
assumptions may change. You should obtain professional 
advice on taxation where appropriate before proceeding 
with any investment.

Prior to making an investment decision, please consider the 
following risks:

(i) Interest Rate Risk: For assets investing in fixed income, 
changes in interest rates are likely to affect the fund’s value.

In general, as interest rates rise, the price of a fixed bond will 
fall and vice versa.

(ii) Credit Risk: The value of the investments may fall if the 
companies and governments who have issued the bonds 
deteriorate in quality, or in the worst case scenario become 
insolvent.

(iii) Liquidity Risk: It may be difficult to sell some 
investments (or sell them without making a loss) due to an 
insufficient number of buyers in the market.

(iv) Derivatives Risk: The use of derivatives may 
result in relatively small market movements leading to 
disproportionately large (positive or negative) movements in 
the value of the investment.

(v) Counterparty Risk: There is a risk that a counterparty 
may default or not comply with its contractual obligations 
resulting in financial loss.

(vi) Currency Risk: The assets can hold some investments 
that are not denominated in UK Pound Sterling (£). These 
may be affected by changes in currency exchange rates.

(vii) Emerging Market Risk: Some portfolios invest in 
markets where economic, political and regulatory factors 
can be significant. This may affect the liquidity, settlement 
and asset values. Any such event can have a negative effect 
on the value of your investment. Investments in emerging 
markets can demonstrate significant declines in value over 
extended periods of time.

(viii) Property Risk: Property may be difficult to sell and can 
demonstrate significant declines in value due to changes in 
economic conditions and interest rates.


